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“We couldn’t be more excited to partner with The Naked
Turtle (http://www.conserveturtles.org
/sponsors.php?page=nakedTurtle) to drive awareness for

sea turtles (http://www.examiner.com/article/endangeredsea-turtles-are-released-florida) and help protect their

homes,” said David Godfrey, Executive Director of STC.
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According to Godfrey, the campaign is bringing attention to
the problem of beachfront lights.
Nesting sea turtles (http://www.examiner.com/article
/fwc-approves-gopher-tortoise-permit-guidelines) once had
no trouble finding a dark place to nest, but beaches are
now lined with condominiums, businesses and hotels.
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Lights that shine onto a nesting beach can draw turtle
hatchlings away from the ocean where they have little
chance of survival. Beach lights can also discourage
females from coming ashore to nest.
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The Don Cesar has made progress in shielding and
converting to turtle friendly LED lights in time for nesting
season, which starts on May 1.
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Godfrey hopes that other businesses and beachfront
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residents will follow the example set by the Don Cesar.
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“People need to be made aware that there are easy, cost
effective technologies available that can help manage
beachfront lights”, said Godfrey.
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Call the STC at (352) 373-6441 for any additional
questions or visit their educational page
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about how lighting affects sea turtles.
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The STC is a non-profit organization based in Gainesville,
Florida. Their research and conservation initiatives have
been instrumental in saving the green sea turtle from
extinction, as well as raising awareness and protection for
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Sea Turtle Conservancy and Turtle
Rum kick off campaign to protect sea
turtles. In the photo, a nesting
leatherback sea turtle.
Photo credit: Daniel Evans, Sea
Turtle Conservancy
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Sonia Lavina, Tampa Environmental News Examiner
Sonia Lavina, a freelance writer, is passionate about the environment. She was nominated for
Hillsborough Counties Moral Courage Award for creating awareness of the state’s project to
discharge partially treated waste water from the abandoned Piney Point phosphate plant into the
Gulf of Mexico...
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